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To use the Forums in Agoria you must have a USERNAME and you can check whether or not you
have one by clicking on the Menu Item that shows the Security Settings.

You can login to your Agoria system using the e‐mail address of your account; however you can’t
access the forums without a username. In a forum this is sometimes called a variety of things, e.g.
‘Handle’, ‘Screen Name’, ‘Friendly Name’ and even ‘User’.
If the Username in the security settings is blank, then you must create one. This can be anything you
like and is attached to your account. Something like ‘Roger P’ might be a choice? If this is not
available, then think of another.
When you have a Username, the system will allow you to post messages, subscribe to threads and
posts.
When you subscribe to a thread or post, the Forum will automatically send you an e‐mail when a
new comment is made. This way you don’t have to look to see if a post has been made ‐ the Forum
will tell you.

Forum Lists and Posts
Forums are nomally started by a moderator and once started, anyone with permission can post to
the Forum and Subscribe to the Forum (all Messages) or to Posts (messages in that thread).
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Forums are used to facilitate an exchange of views but only users with access to the forum can post
and there are good reasons for this:



It keeps the threads relatively private
It stops the possibility of Flame Wars

Forums are not public. However, you should not expect anything you write on a Forum to be
absolutely confidential as anyone else present on the Forum can disclose the contents of the Forum
to others outside the Forum.
If you notice bad language or behaviour, you should Report the Thread. Your report message is sent
to the moderator for assessment. The moderator can remove an entry if judged to be unsuitable.

Click on reply to respond to a post. Click on Quote to include the post in your response.
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